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Food is one of the most essential and ancient elements of the material culture, a necessary 

condition for the human being’s existence. Moreover, foods themselves can be seen to convey a range of 

cultural meanings. Culinary traditions which have been formed in the course of time provide an 

interesting material for the analysis of religious beliefs of the ethnos, its way of life, social and historical 

experience. 

The purpose of this research is to reveal the sources of cultural information of the phraseological 

units with concept «bread» in Russian phraseologies inside food code of culture. It is known that code of 

culture is a system of signs of material and spiritual world which became the bearers of the cultural 

meanings. In phraseology we can find figuratively embodied verbal characteristic of some peculiarities of 

bread symbolism for the Russian culture. 

The word «khleb» has ancient Greek origins «hlaifs». The fact of the matter is that Greeks baked 

their bread in special pots, called «klibanos». From the Gothic word «hlajfs», which then adopted by 

ancient Germans, Slavs and other peoples. In their language word «hlajb» was preserved, very 

reminiscent of Russian «khleb», or the Estonian «Leib». The word «khleb» has different meanings: food 

product, which are baked from the flour; grain from which we make flour; plant used to produce flour; 

and at last resources needed for existence; most important, vital. 

Conclusions. If you speak and write about the etymology of a word or the term, you must delve 

into the essence of the subject and the issue. 
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Introduction. All humans inhabiting the Earth, in ancient times, composed myths and legends 

about the miraculous properties of medicinal plants. Recommendations on their use can be found in 

Egyptian papyruses, in Babylonian clay tablets, in the books of Ancient China and the Ancient East. 

The aim of the work is to study mythology of medicinal plants as a source of formation of the 

subsequent pharmaceutical knowledge. 

Materials and methods. Modern pharmaceutical science has deservedly revived interest in 

medicinal plants and their properties. However, in ancient medicine the perception of medicinal plants 

was connected not so much with empirical (from Greek «imperia» – experience) knowledge as with 

magic and astrology – two bases of healing art in antiquity. The first drugs were mainly of vegetable 

origin. In ancient times, the herbs with narcotic effects were used to prepare soothing and analgesic 

substances, «drinks of immortality». People were looking for plants that could cure many diseases, and 

the experience of their use was described in the memorable legends.  

Results and discussion. Myths and legends about the medicinal use of plants in the Stone Age were 

confirmed by an expedition of the Polish archaeologist I. Soletsky in 1960, who discovered 9 human skeletons 

of the Stone Age in the cave Shanidar in Iraq: their remains speak about bone and spine diseases, traces of 

amputation. The study of burials presented the first material evidence of the purposeful use of medicinal herbs. 

People were placed on a bed of plants of eight species, among which were: yarrow, marshmallow, 

goldenthousand, ephedra. Flowers were bunched in bunches and spread out all over the box. Numerous 

legends and testimonies of how people guessed about the medicinal properties of plants by observing the 

animals have survived. This was the main direction of development of empirical medicine in ancient times.  

Conclusions. Myths of the countries of the Ancient East tell us that it is possible to get both 

medicines and poisons from plants. In Ancient Egypt, the flesh of peach fruits was a part of medicines, and 

priests received strong poison – hydrocyanic acid – from the nuclei of bones and leaves of plants. Ancient 

doctors were convinced that medicinal plants acquire their power under the influence of celestial bodies, and 

in the process of preparation of medicines it is necessary to take into account the influence of the planets. 
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